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Wormhole Installation | CEPT University, Ahmedabad



Parametric Tower Models | NASA Annual Convention, Surat

INTRODUCTION

Parametric Design Workshop is envisioned as a 3-day long workshop, with an aim of 
providing insight into Parametric Design, and the inherent logic that constitutes and 
drives it. This course will use Rhino & Grasshopper as an aid in design exploration by 
looking at Design as a complex inter-relationship of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.

Using parameters to define geometry marks a fundamental shift in aesthetic value: 
from the exact ‘repetition’ of elements in traditional design to a varied but ‘similar’ use 
of elements in parametric design. Based on the variables, options will be explored 
(as many as mathematically possible), by automating the process of exploration, 
similar in principle to the rapid doodles developed during initial conceptual stage. 

The technique of Parametric Design opens new ways of interpreting geometries. It 
marks a paradigm shift where relationships between elements are used to manipulate 
and inform the design of geometries and structures. The focus shifts from the 
process of modelling geometry, to the process of defining geometry. The designer’s 
attitude thus transforms from developing a pre-conceived idea of a form and directs 
towards the form-generating rules and the inter-dependencies between the parts.

Participants will get a first-hand taste of the design workflow of top ranked 
universities and practices from around the world. 



Shell Structure Exploration | AA Visiting School, Bangalore

APPROACH

Concepts of Computation in Design and Parametric Design will be introduced 
through a slow computing paradigm. Accordingly, the sessions will have two parallel 
components: a critical inquiry into the theory, and hands-on exercises that will develop 
a full range of computational techniques. 

Rhino 3D software package and the Grasshopper plug-in, which provides an intuitive 
and graphic interface for creating parametric models from simple relationships 
between objects, will be used as a medium for exercises. The priority will be on 
process & logic on the software platforms and not a software tutorial per se.

TAKEAWAY

Participants are expected to gain the following: 

• Understand and apply the principles underlying the theory of computation and  
 parametric design in architecture, 

• Understand different aspects of computation, and their integration in design   
 pipeline,

• Research, explore, and test the use of parameters and their inter-relationships  
 to generate simple and complex surfaces and facade designs,

• Be able to iterate through the design concepts,

• Understand the mathematical framework of optimisation,

• Get a working knowledge of Rhino and Grasshopper, and

• Get a working knowledge of automatic generation of Construction Drawings for  
 labour intensive construction of Irregular shapes.



WORKSHOP CONTENT

Punjab Kesari Office | Greater Noida

Explicit Modeling - Rhino
Introduction to concepts of Parametric Design
Introduction to Rhino
Modeling + Drafting commands explained wrt AutoCAD commands
Different modeling operations to conceive complex Curved Surfaces

Understanding Parametric Scripting - Grasshopper
Introduction to Grasshopper
Different modeling operations to conceive complex Curved Surfaces
Parametric Representation of Building or Component(s)
Absolute Tower by MAD Architects case study

Pattern-driven Gradient Façade Design - Grasshopper
Introduction to Theory of Parametric Façade Design & Logic
One Point / Curve controlled Gradient Façade Design
Two Points / Curves controlled Gradient Façade Design
Different Modelling Operations for Parametric Façade Design

Façade Design Case Studies - Grasshopper + Rhino
London Aquatics Centre roof pattern
Aqua Tower Façade Design case study
Zollverein School Façade Design case study
Calculation of Window to Wall Ratio (WWR)

Genetic Optimisation of Design - Grasshopper
Mathematical Operations in Grasshopper
Introduction to concepts of Optimisation & Genetic Algorithm
Parametric representation of Mixed-use Tower
Optimise Built-up area distribution of Mixed-use Tower

Generating Drawings for Construction - Grasshopper + Rhino
Triangulation of complex Curved Surfaces
Set out of Space Frame & Truss structures - Nodes & Length
Set out of a Triangulated Surface - Corners & Edge length
Set out of Irregular shapes for On-site Labour-intensive construction

Day 1
Friday

Day 2
Saturday

1st Half

1st Half

1st Half

2nd Half

2nd Half

2nd Half

Day 3
Sunday



CITY SCHEDULE

New Delhi
13 - 15 September, 2019 (Friday - Sunday)
1000 - 1800 hours (24 hours in total)

The Multi[log]ue Collective
J - 1868, Ground Floor
Chittaranjan Park, New Delhi - 110019

Mumbai
20 - 22 September, 2019 (Friday - Sunday)
1000 - 1800 hours (24 hours in total)

We Work
The Masterpiece, Near Marol Metro Station
Andheri East, Mumbai - 400059

Bengaluru
27 - 29 September, 2019 (Friday - Sunday)
1000 - 1800 hours (24 hours in total)

We Work
43, Residency Rd, Shanthala Nagar
Ashok Nagar, Bengaluru - 560025

Kindly Note -

• We shall share our in-house researched custom Grasshopper scripts for Facade design,   
 Urban design massing and Automated Construction drawing generation at the workshop.
• We will start at 10 a.m. every day and end at no sooner than 6 p.m. 
• Participants are to bring their laptops or pcs with software pre-installed.
• Kindly go to our website to Download demo Grasshopper scripts and presentations.

Triangulated Skin | M.S. University, Baroda



Facade from Transitional Lines | CEPT University, Ahmedabad

ABOUT TUTOR

Joy Mondal
Design Head | WEsearch lab

Joy works at the intersection of design, art and computation. He is the Founder & 
Design Head of WEsearch lab - an angel funded startup - which is working on a TEDx 
presented challenge of democratising architecture for everyone by using artificial 
intelligence to synthesise residential floor plans thereby making architecture design 
service more affordable.

He is a visiting faculty at SPA, Delhi, and CEPT University, Ahmedabad, and also 
works as an interactive artist making hand and body gesture responsive artwork. He 
graduated from Jadavpur University, where he won multiple design competitions and 
a grant of One Lakh to develop a tool for optimising geometries for climate. 

He has been involved in projects such as Double Tree Hilton at Ahmedabad and 
Kathmandu, Jajmau redevelopment, and New Allahabad Master-plan - which have 
won international awards. In 2015, he had joined AECOM to setup POT (Parametric 
Optimisation Technology), which offers parametric solutions to architects for the 
first time in India. He has tutored at multiple workshops organised at Annual NASA 
Conventions and at independent events. 

 Mobile  783 830 3221
 Email   joy@wesearchlab.com
 TEDx Talk  https://youtu.be/SxTOPRlp5NU

https://youtu.be/SxTOPRlp5NU
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